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"Tell me about a time...." The words evoke a child's fairy-tale innocence. Yet when used by an
interviewer, they can help to determine the suitability of a job candidate by eliciting real-world
examples of behaviors and experience that can save you and your organization from making a
bad hiring decision. High-Impact Interview Questions shows you how to use competency-based
behavioral interviewing methods that will uncover truly relevant and useful information. By having
applicants describe specific situations from their own experience during previous jobs (rather
than asking them hypothetical questions about "what would you do if..."), you'll be able to
identify specific strengths and weaknesses that will tell you if you've found the right person for
the job. But developing such behavior-based questions can be time-consuming and difficult.
High-Impact Interview Questions saves you both time and effort. The book contains 701
questions you'll be able to use or adapt for your own needs, matched to 62 in-demand skills
such as customer focus, motivation, initiative, adaptability, teamwork, and more. It allows you to
move immediately to the particular skills you want to measure, and quickly find just the right
tough but necessary questions to ask during an interview. Asking behavior-based questions is
by far the best way to discover crucial details about job candidates. High-Impact Interview
Questions gives you the tools and guidance you need to gather this important information before
you hire.

Like many of the offerings from Amacom, the publishing arm of the American Management
Association, High-Impact Interview Questions: 701 Behavior-based Questions to Find the Right
Person for Every Job has a no-nonsense, practical bent. Focused on both the art and the
science of effective job interviews, it's clearly intended as a manual for everyday use by hiring
managers and human-resource professionals across a wide range of organizations. Author
Victoria Hoevemeyer has worked for over 20 years in organizational development and
leadership coaching from her home base of Illinois, and her expertise shows through in the
direct, straightforward tone suffusing this book.If the interactions between job seekers and job
interviewers can resemble a cat-and-mouse game, with each group trying to outwit and to stay
one step ahead of the other, High-Impact Interview Questions serves as recruiters' foil to the
books popular with candidates, such as How Would You Move Mt. Fuji? and Best Answers to the
201 Most Frequently Asked Interview Questions . It opens by describing three different kinds of
questions which dominate most modern job interviews: conventional questions ("What are your
greatest strengths and weaknesses?"), situational questions ("How would you handle a crisis in
which your boss asked you to do something that you considered unethical?"), and brainteaser
questions ("Why are manhole covers round?"), and analyzes the shortcomings of each
approach. These techniques for sorting good job candidates from bad are fundamentally flawed,



according to Hoevemeyer, because they are far too predictable and artificial, and don't illuminate
the qualities that actually make a difference to new employees' success.Instead, Hoevemeyer
advances a philosophy which she terms "Competency-Based Behavioral Interviewing" (CBBI).
Her basic premise is that past performance is the best predictor of future performance, and that
the more recent a particular behavior, the stronger of a predictor it will be. If you accept those
assumptions, then much of what follows in the book's explanations of CBBI are highly
logical.The most valuable part of High-Impact Interview Questions is its extensive catalog of
sample interview questions, grouped according to the underlying quality which they're meant to
uncover. After introducing CBBI and showing how it ties specific and precise interview questions
back to the functional competencies job seekers will need in a particular position, the book
provides a very handy guide to sample questions which any interviewer can use. Interested in a
candidate's decision-making ability? Try "Describe a time you had to make a quick decision with
incomplete information?" How about attention to detail? For that, the book prescribes queries
like, "Tell me about a time when you caught an error that others had missed."Esoteric
philosophical tome, this isn't. But for those job interviewers who believe in competency-based
questions and want an efficient guide to learning about interviewees' true potential, this book is a
worthwhile read. --Peter HanReview“... a good book to look over when preparing for interviews or
to stimulate your thinking.”-Career Opportunities News"An excellent resource." --Los Angeles
Times, nationally syndicated columnist Mark GoulstonReview"The concept of behavior-based
interviewing has been around for some time now, but nowhere is the art and technique
developed as well as in Victoria A. Hoevemeyer's High-Impact Interview Questions: 701
Behavior-Based Questions to Find the Right Person for Every Job." -- from the Foreword by Paul
Falcone, author of The Hiring and Firing Question and Answer Book and 96 Great Interview
Questions to Ask Before You HireBook Description"Tell me about a time...." The words evoke a
child's fairy-tale innocence. Yet when used by an interviewer, they can help to determine the
suitability of a job candidate by eliciting real-world examples of behaviors and experience that
can save you and your organization from making a bad hiring decision.High-Impact Interview
Questions shows you how to use competency-based behavioral interviewing methods that will
uncover truly relevant and useful information. By having applicants describe specific situations
from their own experience during previous jobs (rather than asking them hypothetical questions
about "what would you do if..."), you'll be able to identify specific strengths and weaknesses that
will tell you if you've found the right person for the job. But developing such behavior-based
questions can be time-consuming and difficult.High-Impact Interview Questions saves you both
time and effort. The book contains 701 questions you'll be able to use or adapt for your own
needs, matched to 62 in-demand skills such as customer focus, motivation, initiative,
adaptability, teamwork, and more. It allows you to move immediately to the particular skills you
want to measure, and quickly find just the right tough but necessary questions to ask during an
interview.Asking behavior-based questions is by far the best way to discover crucial details
about job candidates. High-Impact Interview Questions gives you the tools and guidance you



need to gather this important information before you hire.From the Back Cover"Tell me about a
time…." The words evoke a child's fairy-tale innocence. Yet when used by an interviewer, they
can help to determine the suitability of a job candidate by eliciting real-world examples of
behaviors and experience that can save you and your organization from making a bad hiring
decision. High-Impact Interview Questions shows you how to use competency-based behavioral
interviewing methods that will uncover truly relevant and useful information. By having applicants
describe specific situations from their own experience during previous jobs (rather than asking
them hypothetical questions about "what would you do if…"), you'll be able to identify specific
strengths and weaknesses that will tell you if you've found the right person for the job. But
developing such behavior-based questions can be time-consuming and difficult. High-Impact
Interview Questions saves you both time and effort. The book contains 701 questions you'll be
able to use or adapt for your own needs, matched to 62 in-demand skills such as customer
focus, motivation, initiative, adaptability, teamwork, and more. It allows you to move immediately
to the particular skills you want to measure, and quickly find just the right tough but necessary
questions to ask during an interview. Asking behavior-based questions is by far the best way to
discover crucial details about job candidates. High-Impact Interview Questionsgives you the
tools and guidance you need to gather this important information before you hire. "The concept
of behavior-based interviewing has been around for some time now, but nowhere is the art and
technique developed as well as in Victoria A. Hoevemeyer's High-Impact Interview Questions:
701 Behavior-Based Questions to Find the Right Person for Every Job."— from the Foreword by
Paul Falcone, author of The Hiring and Firing Question and Answer Book and 96 Great Interview
Questions to Ask Before You Hire Victoria A. Hoevemeyer is Manager, Organizational
Effectiveness, with APAC Customer Services, Inc. She has more than 20 years’ experience as a
specialist in organizational development, leadership development, and management
development. She has helped many organizations make the conversion from traditional to
behavior-based interviewing. She lives in Palatine, Illinois.About the AuthorVictoria A.
Hoevemeyer has more than 20 years' experience as a HR leader, with a focus in learning and
development and organizational development. She has helped many organizations make the
conversion from traditional to behavior-based interviewing. She lives in Palatine, Illinois.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionIf there is one thing almost everyone
who has conducted an interview can agree on it's probably that they would rather have every
tooth in their head extracted without the benefit of anesthesia than conduct an interview. OK, so
it's probably not quite that bad. But, most people don't like conducting interviews (with the
possible exception of those individuals who believe they have an innate talent for interviewing).
One of the reasons people have given me for disliking interviewing is that they are already so
overworked that they see interviewing as just another imposition on their already over-full
schedule. They wish there were a way to make the whole interviewing process go away.The
recruitment process is one of the most important tasks any hiring manager will undertake.
Unfortunately, very few hiring managers have ever been taught how to perform this critical task



well, which is probably why so many dislike having to do it.A bad hiring decision will not only
affect the hiring manager directly, but may also have repercussions throughout the entire
organization. At the very least, a bad hiring decision has the potential of:* Negatively impacting
the hiring manager's day-to-day operations* Playing a critical role in determining his team's
ability to achieve their annual goals and objectives* Creating havoc with other tactical and
strategic directivesThe impact a bad hiring decision has on others cannot be ignored either.
Within the organization, it can lead to aggravated or irritated coworkers, low morale, and
additional training time. A bad hiring decision can also have a negative impact on customer
service--and potentially even on customer retention. And this does not take into account the time
and other resources that could be lost if the employee needs to be terminated and the time that
will need to be invested in filling the position again.I wish I could say that this book is going to
take all of the pain out of interviewing, or that it will result in a great hire every time. Unfortunately
I can't say either of those. What I can say is that this book will provide some anesthesia to the
pain of the interviewing process. The anesthesia comes in the form of competency-based
behavioral interviewing (CBBI)--which is not anywhere nearly as cumbersome, intimidating, or
complicated as it may sound.CBBI is simply a structured interview process that focuses on
gathering specific, job-related, real-world examples of behaviors the candidate has
demonstrated on previous jobs. Because of its focus on competencies, CBBI minimizes the
impact of personal impressions that often result in bias during the interview and, as a result, in
subjective hiring decisions. The focus of CBBI is not only on matching the candidate with the
technical, special, and functional skills required for the position, but ensuring the candidate
possesses the competencies for success in the position and the organization.While this book
examines a variety of issues relative to the recruitment process (e.g., telephone screening
interviews, making the hiring decision), the focus of the book is on the CBBI questions
themselves. This is because one of the primary reasons people cite for not using CBBI is the
difficulty in coming up with good, relevant, appropriate questions. This book takes the time,
confusion, and complication out of the equation. Once the competencies for the position are
determined, it is simply a matter of turning to the list of sample questions for that competency
and selecting the question(s) that best solicit the type of information you need on that
competency to determine whether or not the candidate is a good fit.So, if you are looking for
new or better ways to predict the on-the-job performance of candidates, to reduce the
percentage of "bad hires," or simply to enhance your current competency- or behavior-based
interviewing process, you've come to the right place.Read more
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Kerry, “Behavior type questions seem to be very popular during interviews .... Behavior type
questions seem to be very popular during interviews these days. I was asked several when I
was hired at my current job in IT last year and we asked them when recently interviewing
candidates for another position where I work. The book is organized by qualities you want to
focus on. As an interviewee I would go through the job description of any position I was applying
for and pick out the qualities that seemed to be inherent in each of the job requirements. I would
then go through the questions in the book dealing with those qualities and answer them based
on my experience. As an interviewer I did the same thing, tailoring the questions to the
experience of the person we were interviewing. A lot of these questions are available on the
web but having it all in a book, organized by subject makes the small cost of the book well worth
it in my opinion.”

iheartbigpapi, “I’ve gotten a copy for everyone I’ve trained to conduct interviews. It’s beyond
useful when delivering Behavioral Based Interviewing. You don’t have to reinvent the wheel by
coming up with “fit” questions for your company or the position. There are so many, I can’t
imagine needing more than 700+ questions. I’ve been interviewing people for the past 20 years
and always use this technique.”

Franky, “Behavioral Interview - Practical Guide on how to do it in this book. I usually often fall in
some all traditional interview questions, taht came up sometime might not even relevant with
topic we need to know from a candidate.Behavioral interview questions had been introduced
quite some years ago, but without asking the precisely correct question, sometimes candidate
fall on answering worngly, causing me captured wrong preception of that person, which cost on
recruitment process.Author had make me much more easy on how to ask precise Behavioral
based question, and some thecning of probing to help us the dig deeper of candidate answer,
and found it very useful to understand one person during the interview process.”

Cesar Roldan, “Excelente contenido y calidad del mismo. OK”

Kristin Janus, “This is a wonderful tool.. I bought this expecting to help me in the possible case of
being on the job hunt again but as my unit is looking to grow, it was very enlightening to help be
on the interviewer side of the table.This is a great tool to ensure getting better than simply
"cookie cutter" answers to the age-old cookie cutter questions!”

mpeshev, “A wonderful primer on competencies and behavioral-based questions. We have
experimented with various approaches when it comes to assessing applicants during a
screening call or an on-site interview.Since traditional and situational questions were apparently
broken, our successful experiments revolved around behavioral-based questions.Coming up



with specific examples is tough and time-consuming. The book provides a comprehensive list
and helps determining competencies on a global and individual level.”

Paisa, “Good questions to find the right personnel. Great questions to ask. They focus on
whatever competency you're looking for. I got this book because I became a supervisor and
needed to start interviewing people. This book help me a lot.”

Theo, “A must if you need to get your own interview questions. Needed to run a series of
interviews lately and previously I've struggled to come up with questions. No more! This book is
brilliant for explaining how to craft good interview questions and then it gives you 701 example
broken down by job role. Great book.”

4evermore, “Happy customer. Book was new as stated and arrived very fast. Happy customer.”

Rosie Becker, “Excellent. It is easy to use, to the point and effective. What more could you want?
I would definitely recommend this book.”

Himanshu, “Good insights for BEI. It's a good book for HR professionals who want to refresh
their understanding of BEI. May not be a great book if you already have an understanding of BEI”

The book by Carole Martin has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 179 people have provided feedback.
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